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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The International Monitoring System (IMS) for the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) faces the serious challenge of being able to accurately and reliably identify seismic events in any region of the world. This requirement extends to a very low magnitude threshold, \( mb=2.5 \), which is in the range of the sizes of local and regional seismic activity, both natural and artificial. Much research has been performed in recent years on developing discrimination techniques which appear to classify seismic events into broad categories of source types, such as nuclear explosion, earthquake, and mine blast. Ryall et al (1996) provides a review of many of these techniques and a discussion of some of their limitations. However, little effort has been directed toward assessing the utility of seismic event identification procedures in an actual operational setting.

In general, most seismic events can be identified quickly using some standard criteria for “screening” of events and not considered further. The most likely screening method would be location, which can identify most earthquakes on the basis of their being deep and/or located far out at sea. Such events need not be processed further.

Another type of event identification challenge that must be addressed in monitoring the CTBT is the “Special Event”, an event that cannot be quickly identified using screening methods. Special Events may be those that occur near known test sites or on land in aseismic areas, or near some other suspicious location. An example is the recent August 16, 1997 event that occurred near the Former Soviet Union test site at Novaya Zemlya. Special Events would require more in-detail analysis than standard screening methods. Furthermore, it’s very possible that the event may occur in a region for which there is little historical seismic record, and thus, reference events of known identity may be difficult to find that can be used as “training events” for identification of the special event. This would be particularly true for nuclear explosions, since most nuclear explosion testing has only occurred in certain geographic regions of the world. Under the CTBT, countries must be monitored that have never tested nuclear weapons in the past. Thus, it will be necessary to have discrimination methods that utilize events of known type in certain regions of the world to be applied as reference events in other regions. The concern is that geological and tectonic differences might not allow the “transporting” of regional discriminants from one region of the world to another region.
In previous studies (Baumgardt, 1995), we have argued that Special Events must be characterized using discriminants that are known to be transportable and using reference events of known type in other regions recorded perhaps at different stations. The latter approach is scientifically problematic since the effect of station structure and path difference on waveform discriminants may be unknown. Transportable discriminants would be those which are insensitive to such regional differences, can be corrected for propagation path effects, or applied to situations where site and propagation differences are known to be minimal. We may, for example, be able to transport path-sensitive regional discriminants between shield areas but not from a shield area to a tectonically active area.

1.2 Report Organization

This report examines in detail the effectiveness of regional discrimination procedures in the application of waveform discriminants to Special Event identification and the issue of discriminant transportability.

In Section 2, we present the results of a blind-test study, arranged by Professor Eugene Herrin of Southern Methodist University, in which we were sent 20 events of unknown identity recorded at the TEXAR array in southern Texas. We were to use the discrimination techniques in the Intelligent Seismic Event Identification System (ISEIS) to determine how many events we could identify. We were provided no reference events of blasts and earthquakes recorded at TEXAR. Rather than collecting such a training-set database, we utilized features collected earlier in ISEIS for blasts and earthquakes recorded at the GERESS array. Thus, we are attempting to transport discriminants from a different region of the world for events recorded at a different station to identify the events at TEXAR. This is the kind of Special Event problem that may be confronted by the IMS, i.e., that events recorded in areas with limited or no historical record of seismic sources must be characterized in a timely manner. We show the results of this method, which we call inter-region comparison, applied to the 20 blind-test events.

Section 3 presents the results of our analysis of the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea event that occurred near the former Soviet test site at Novaya Zemlya. Because the ARCESS array was down at the time, we again had limited historical data to compare with this event. Some investigators (e.g., Richards and Kim, 1997) have studied this event by using a non-IMS station, KEV, to compare the Kara Sea event with nuclear explosions at Novaya Zemlya recorded at KEV. These studies could only investigate if the Kara Sea event was consistent or inconsistent with nuclear explosions. Other studies have used other stations
(e.g., NRI, Spitzbergen) which recorded the Kara Sea event, but had a limited historical record of the nuclear explosion data or had very poor quality data. In this report, we assume transportability and show that KEV and ARCESS have similar enough site and propagation effects that events at the two stations can be directly compared. Thus, we compared the KEV recording of the Kara Sea event with historical recordings of earthquakes, mine blasts, and nuclear explosions at ARCESS. We also consider the question of whether or not the August 16, 1997 event could have been an underwater explosion given that it was located offshore.
2. A BLIND TEST OF SEISMIC EVENT DISCRIMINATION PROCEDURES FROM THE TEXAR CHALLENGE

2.1 Introduction

This study has arisen from a challenge given by Professor Eugene Herrin of Southern Methodist University to the seismic discrimination community to attempt to identify, using any variety of discrimination techniques, a set of seismic events recorded at the IMS array located in West Texas near Lajitas, called TEXAR. We decided to attempt to identify the events as a test of event identification methods for Special Events and the transportability of regional discriminants. Because TEXAR is a recently installed array to be part of the IMS, we have limited knowledge of the historical events in the region monitored by the array. We wanted to test our discrimination techniques, developed as part of the Seismic Event Identification System (ISEIS) (Baumgardt et al, 1991), and the application of the reference region approach to selecting reference events.

2.2 Overall Approach to the Blind Test

In the blind test, we were to identify 20 seismic events, presumed to be known by SMU, but unknown to us. We know that they were regionally recorded at TEXAR, and thus had to have occurred somewhere in the vicinity of the southwestern U.S. The following are the general conditions under which we took the blind test:

(1) Twenty seismograms of events recorded at the TEXAR array were provided by SMU. The first 10 events were received and processed in October, 1996. The second set of 10 were received and processed in August of 1997. These events were placed in the Oracle database. We utilized the standard database schema (Anderson et al, 1990) developed for the Center for Monitoring Research (CMR), formerly the Center for Seismic Research (CSS), that has served as the prototype for the International Data Center (IDC).

(2) We were generally not given much information about the event parameters in order to prevent the possibility that we could identify the events by other means. For the first 10 events, we were provided dates, times, locations, and magnitudes. Only the dates of the events were provided for the second 10 events. Because some of the discriminants used in this study, most notably the regional $P/S$ ratio discriminant, required distance corrections, the distances of the events from TEXAR were provided. We placed dummy origins and
locations into the database in order to process them through ISEIS. We generally ignored the locations and magnitudes for the first 10 events, although in actual operational practice, this information would be useful for identification. In this study, however, we were interested in learning how well waveform discriminants performed without other information.

(3) No ground truth was provided. In essence, this dataset was the first we had ever studied at TEXAR, and thus, we had no historical data with which to compare these events, i.e., no training events recorded by the TEXAR array to do discrimination. This, of course, will be a fundamental problem which will have to be addressed by the IMS for new stations and arrays. Our solution was to seek out other events recorded at a different station in the absence of known events recorded at the TEXAR array. We discuss this approach below.

(4) No regional phase identifications were provided, so all phases had to be picked. Using ISEIS, we picked the phases $Pn$, $Pg$, $Sn$, $Lg$, and $Rg$ on those waveforms where these phases could be observed. Since distances of the events from TEXAR were provided, we were able to make some predictions of travel times, and produce record sections, to aid in the actual identification of the regional phases.

(5) All discrimination features were extracted by the ISEIS system and placed in the Oracle database.

(6) All events were then identified by visual analysis of features. Although ISEIS has an expert system and we have developed Bayesian probabilistic decision trees for decision making about seismic discrimination (e.g. Baumgardt and Karafotis, 1995), we opted not to use these tools in this exercise.

2.3 Waveform Characteristics

The events sent to us were all recorded on the short-period array elements of the Lajitas, Texas Seismic Array (TEXAR). TEXAR has ten short-period elements located in West Texas (Bonner et al, 1997). No magnitude estimates were included with the data. All the events were small, with mb < 4.0, and were thus primarily observed at regional distances.

Figure 1 (a) and (b) show record section waveform plots for the first and second set of 10 events, respectively. The waveforms shown are recordings at the TEXAR- TX02 array element. Each waveform has been passed through a 0.6 to 4.5 Hz Butterworth bandpass filter in order to enhance the recorded signals. All waveforms have been aligned to the first
arrival phase, assumed to be $Pn$, and the time scale is relative in seconds. The phase picks are indicated.

Figure 1 Waveforms for blind test events plotted in distance order. All events have been filtered from 0.6 to 4.5 Hz. (a) First 10 events; (b) Second 10 events.
In most cases, a regional $Pn$ and $Lg$ could be identified on all traces. It should be noted that many of these phases were picked on filtered waveforms in different bands than that in Figures 1 (a) and (b), and sometimes on incoherent beams, discussed in the next section. In a number of cases, long duration $Lg$ codas and $Rg$ phases were observed, primarily at low frequency (< 1 Hz). Also, interestingly, a number of $Sn$ phases, commonly not thought to propagate efficiently in western U.S., were identified mainly on the basis of their arrival times relative to the other phases.

2.4 Discrimination Feature Extraction

To identify the events, we used features extracted by the Intelligent Seismic Event Identification System (ISEIS) (Baumgardt et al, 1991). We relied on a set of fundamental features that various research studies in the past have shown to be effective for the discrimination of explosions and earthquakes. Because these events are assumed to be very small, we relied principally on short-period discriminants, with the exception of Event #10. This event had some unusual properties that required looking at long period signals, which we discuss in more detail below.

2.4.1 Incoherent Beams

Incoherent beams are averages across the TEXAR array of the average rms amplitude levels in 1-second time windows on waveforms. Each waveform was prefiltered in nine frequency bands, in Hz: 0.5-2.5, 2-4, 2.5-4.5, 3-5, 4-6, 5-7, 6-8, 8-10, and 8-16, prior to the averaging. Incoherent beams provide a smoothed representation of the envelope of the regional seismic waveform in the different filter bands.

Examples of different ways of displaying the incoherent beams are shown in Figure 2 for Event #3 of 20 July 1996. In Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c), the phase picks, made on the original waveforms, are shown as vertical lines. In the case of this event, five phases, $Pn$, $Pg$, $Sn$, $Lg$, and $Rg$, were identified on the waveforms, and they appear as envelope peaks on the incoherent beams. In Figure 2(a), incoherent beams are plotted on an absolute scale whereas in Figure 2(b) they are shown shifted. Displaying the beams on an absolute scale shows variations in signal-to-noise ratios in different frequency bands, but sometimes results in overlapping traces that can be confusing. Shifting the incoherent beams makes it easier to see important differences in the shapes of the incoherent beams in different frequency bands. Sometimes, phases are easier to identify on incoherent beams than on the waveforms themselves. In this example, a weak $Sn$ phase can be seen.
Figure 2: Examples of incoherent beams in different frequency bands from the TEXAR recording of Event #3 (20 July 1996). (a) Beams plotted on the same RMS amplitude scale. Phase picks from waveforms are shown. (b) Same as (a) but the beams have been shifted vertically for display purposes. (c) Beams plotted as log10 RMS. (d) Black regions indicated phase windows for phase amplitude measurements.
somewhat enhanced on the 2-4 Hz, 2.5-4.5 Hz, and 3-5 Hz filter bands. Sometimes it is better to view the incoherent beams as log10 rms, as shown in Figure 2(c). In Figure 2(b), the Sn and Lg phases are hard to make out on the high-frequency bands because of the large amplitude differences between the Pn and Sn, Lg phases. Taking the log of the incoherent beams decreases the dynamic range between the highest and lowest levels in the display which reveals more subtle coda shape variations not observable on the unlogged plots.

Regional phases, Pn, Pg, Sn, and Lg, that are picked on the waveforms, are also picked on the incoherent beams in each filter band. Each phase is defined as a time window, beginning at the phase pick onset time, within which the maximum rms amplitude is measured for each frequency band. These windows are shown as the black regions in Figure 2(d). A window for pre-Pn noise is also defined, and the average rms noise level is computed. The black region, which is called a “phase selection” in ISEIS, is meant to represent the time interval over which the phase energy arrives, including the first arrivals and later coda phases. Sometimes, the maximum energy comes in at a later time than the onset time. All information about the phase pick windows, including maximum and average rms amplitude for each filter band, is stored in the database. The various amplitude estimates for each phase are later used for computing amplitude ratio features and time intervals in the phase selection are used for defining windows for spectral estimates.

2.4.2 Pn/Lg Ratio

The regional P/S amplitude-ratio discriminant, primarily Pn/Lg amplitude ratios, has been studied extensively recently and found to be effective for discriminating explosions and earthquakes. The discriminant seems to work best for identifying earthquakes because they usually produce very large Lg waves at high frequency and hence have small Pn/Lg ratios. Nuclear explosions apparently produce little Lg energy at high frequency and hence Pn/Lg ratios increase as frequency increases. Presumably, the low-frequency Lg energy produced by nuclear explosions results from Rg-to-Lg mode conversion. However, as we have pointed out in numerous earlier studies (e.g., Baumgardt, 1996), ripple-fired mine blasts may not discriminate from earthquakes since they may generate shear waves and resemble earthquakes. In the blind test, we looked for small Pn/Lg ratios as direct indications of earthquakes.
In ISEIS, the maximum rms amplitudes in each phase selection window (black regions in Figure 2(d)) are computed and stored in the database. These amplitudes are then read from the database and used to compute amplitude ratios. For the analysis in this study, both the numerator and denominator amplitudes are computed in the same frequency band.

It should be noted that in the Southwestern U.S., the primary shear wave is $L_g$, and $S_n$ is often not observed. $P_n/S_n$ ratios can be used for discrimination, such as in the Novaya Zemlya region (Baumgardt, 1993b), and we did observe $S_n$ for some events at TEXAR, as can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. Moreover, ratios involving the $P_g$ phase, such as $P_g/L_g$ ratios, have also proven useful for discrimination, and most of the events at TEXAR had observable $P_g$ phases. However, to maintain consistency with the reference-event analysis, we relied on $P_n/L_g$ ratios, where $P_n$ is the earliest arriving phase at TEXAR.

2.4.3 Frequency Dependence of $P_n/L_g$ Ratio

Goldstein (1995) has found that the frequency dependence of the $P_n/L_g$ ratio may serve as a discriminant. Generally, $P_n/L_g$ tends to increase with frequency for explosions but is relatively frequency independent for earthquakes. A possible explanation for this relates to the fact that most shear waves may originate for explosions by $R_g$ mode conversion at low-frequency, but that this conversion is less efficient at higher frequency. However, earthquakes may produce significant $L_g$ energy across the entire frequency band, depending on the source mechanism. Hence, we might expect to see low $P_n/L_g$ ratios at both low and high frequency.

It has usually been thought that this discriminant requires broadband data, with frequencies higher than the 20 Hz Nyquist of the TEXAR dataset. However, in our earlier studies (Baumgardt, 1995), we have found that this discriminant can sometimes be applied with limited bandwidth data, generally as a positive indication of earthquakes.

2.4.4 Spectral Discriminants

Spectral discriminants, including spectral shape and ripple fire scalloping, utilize spectra computed for the phase picked on waveforms and incoherent beams. Smoothed spectral estimates are taken on each channel of the array, using the phase selection windows as the FFT windows on the waveforms, and the spectra for each channel are then averaged across all elements of the array.
Examples of spectra for Event #3, showing the different spectral display modes available in ISEIS, are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the original spectra for five phases, $Pn$, $Pg$, $Sn$, $Lg$, and $Rg$, and noise plotted on the same scale. This kind of plot shows signal-to-noise ratios, but it is sometimes hard to see all the spectra. In Figure 3 (b), the spectra have been shifted in order to make them more visible individually. However, information about the relative spectral levels and noise are lost in this display.

Figure 3: Spectra for the regional phases identified for Event #3 and the Pre-$Pn$ noise in various display modes. (a) Original spectra (b) Original spectra shifted for display (c) Original spectra zoomed from 0 to 10 Hz, (d) Spectra zoomed and shifted.
Figure 3 (a) shows that best spectral signal-to-noise ratio is evident in the spectral band from about 0 to 9 Hz. Figure 3 (c) shows a frequency zoom on this band that makes this band more clear. This plot reveals spectral scalloping of all the phase spectra at frequencies around 1.8 Hz. Finally, Figure 3 (d) shows the spectra zoomed and shifted which makes it easier to see the spectral scalloping around 1.8 Hz.

These different ways of displaying spectra are used to enhance and identify different features. The two main discriminants we have examined are the spectral shape and spectral scalloping.

2.4.4.1 Spectral Shape Discriminant. Some previous studies (e.g., Murphy and Bennett, 1982) have suggested that earthquakes tend to have flat spectra whereas nuclear explosions have peaked spectra. This is usually quantified in terms of the spectral ratio between low-frequency and high-frequency bands of the spectrum. Most commonly, the Lg spectral ratio is utilized. In earlier studies, we have also found this discriminant to work for mine blast and earthquake discrimination (Baumgardt, 1993 a) for some regions of the world, specifically, the Vogtland mining district of Germany (Wuster, 1993). Shallow mine blasts appear to have peaked spectra, whereas earthquakes have relatively flat spectra. In this blind test, we also looked at spectra of all regional phases, and look for the same diagnostic, i.e., flat spectra indicate earthquakes, peaked spectra indicate explosions.

Although in our study we did extract the spectral ratio measurements for all regional phases, we decided not to actually use the spectral ratio discriminant directly since this discriminant requires path corrections. Instead, spectra were analyzed visually and the spectral shape was characterized as either being “explosion-like” or “earthquake-like.” We will show a number of examples of this later.

It should be noted that this discriminant requires significant bandwidth to be useful. The example in Figure 3 has somewhat limited bandwidth, although within the band of relatively high signal-to-noise ratios, the spectrum slopes down rapidly with frequency rather than being flat. This kind of shape is more typical of mine blasts than earthquakes.

2.4.4.2 Spectral Scalloping/Ripple Firing. Time-independent spectral scalloping appearing in two or more phases is usually an indication of ripple firing, which identifies the event as a blast (Baumgardt and Ziegler, 1988). This discriminant has been implemented in ISEIS as a cepstral analysis peak finder. However, for this study, we mainly focus on the spectra themselves and look for indications of identical spectral scalloping in all phases observed for an event.
An example of time-independent spectral scalloping was pointed out above in Figure 3. It should be emphasized that the key feature to look for in identifying ripple firing is consistent scalloping in frequency bands where the signal-to-noise ratio is high enough. This can be clearly seen in Figure 3 where the best spectral signal-to-noise ratio band is from 0 to 9 Hz. Even weak scalloping, due to shot delay variations or complex, extended ripple fire patterns can still be identified if it is consistently observed in spectra for both P and S type phases at different times. We also check the spectra of the noise selection ahead of the Pn onset to determine that the scalloping only appears in the signal at all times and not in the noise ahead of the first arrival Pn.

2.4.5 Other Miscellaneous Discriminant Features

Two other features which can sometimes be used to augment the discriminants discussed above are Rg Presence, Pn Impulsiveness, and Coda Shape

2.4.5.1 Rg Presence. If Rg is observed, it usually implies that the event is shallow, and hence, is a mine blast. We just require the observation of an Rg with significantly high signal-to-noise ratio at low frequency to identify the event as “shallow” and hence, “blast-like.” This discriminant cannot be considered as a sole indication of explosion since earthquakes can also generate large Rg waves if they are shallow. However, it can be used to support other positive indications of explosions from other discriminants.

2.4.5.2 Pn Impulsiveness and Coda Shape. Pn impulsiveness is a feature we have observed in many mine blasts and was discussed by Baumgardt and Young (1990). We found that mine blasts in Scandinavia observed at the NORESS regional array had impulsive Pn waves observed across the entire frequency band. Earthquakes, on the other hand, had somewhat emergent onsets that tended to be more enhanced at high frequency than at low. The coda shape discriminant was first suggested by Blandford (1993) and is related to Pn impulsiveness. In essence, regional seismograms of earthquakes have emergent Pn onsets accompanied by a relatively flat coda. Explosions differ in that they have more impulsive onsets and sloping coda levels. These two features probably relate to the source mechanism difference between explosions and earthquakes. These two features have not yet been coded into ISEIS, although they can be observed most clearly on incoherent beam plots.
2.5 Reference Event Selection for Pn/Lg Ratio Characterization

ISEIS was originally designed to be a Special Event identification system. The focus is on one or multiple Special Events to be identified. To identify the Special Event, reference events of known source type and comparable distance from the station are selected. Ideally, these reference events should be from the same region as the Special Event, be located at comparable distance, and be recorded at the same stations.

As mentioned earlier, Special Event identification may require reference events to be selected from different regions and perhaps at different stations than that of the Special Event itself. This is the case for the blind test events at TEXAR, because we have no reference events at TEXAR. Rather than to try to seek out reference events of known source type at TEXAR, which of course might be the best approach in operation, we decided, as an operational experiment, to treat TEXAR as if it was a new station, and we choose reference events from another region and station.

We utilize the inter-region comparison and regionalization scheme, described in Baumgardt and Der (1994), and designed to obtain reference events to identify a Special Event where the reference events and Special Event are in different parts of the world and recorded at different stations. This method combines a geographic regionalization of reference events as well as tectonic regionalization to try to obtain reference events that have common station-source distances and tectonics. The primary assumption is that the reference events and Special Event will have comparable propagation-path and receiver effects on the discrimination features.

Figure 4 shows an example of the regionalization display from ISEIS used to select reference events for classifying a Special Event recorded at TEXAR. For the 20 events from TEXAR, the paths have been classified tectonically as orogenic and basin-and-range, as shown in the select table in Figure 4 (a). There are no reference events recorded at TEXAR to use for comparison, so the user selects All Stas, to get all the stations from other reference regions in the world recorded at other stations. In Figure 4 (b), the regions found are shown in the table for other regions classified as orogenic hercynian. Other kinds of tectonic regions, including shield, caledonian, ocean-continent, and phanerozoic_platform, have been defined, but they are not selected.
Figure 4: ISEIS training set selection for Inter-Region Feature Comparisons. (a) TEXAR reference region selections. (b) GERESS reference region selections. GERESS recordings of earthquakes, mine blasts, and mine tremors in Germany and Poland used as training events for TEXAR recordings of southwestern US events because of similarities of path structure, distances, and recording instrumentation.

We see in Figure 4 (b) that two reference regions, *Bursts_Lubin_GER*, *Eq/Blasts_Vogtland*, and *EQ_Swiss_GER* were recorded at the array GERESS (GEC2), in addition to other sensors. The first region contains mine tremors in Poland recorded at GERESS. The second region, *EQ/Blasts_Vogtland*, includes a group of known explosions and earthquakes first studied by Wuster (1993). The third region, *EQ_Swiss_GER*, includes events from an earthquake swarm in Switzerland recorded at GERESS. Both the Vogtland earthquakes and Lubin mine tremors are similar and can represent earthquake-type sources, and the twelve Vogtland mine blasts are a reasonably large sample for mine blasts. Because the GERESS and TEXAR instrumentation are similar, and the distances of the events from the stations and tectonic classification of the propagation paths are simi-
lar, we selected the GERESS recordings of the Vogtland, Lubin and Swiss events as the reference events to classify the events recorded at TEXAR.

2.6 Inter-Region Characterization Approach using Pn/Lg Ratios

Our approach to Special Event analysis is to compare the features of the event to be identified, called the Current Event, with the features of the referenced events from the selected regions.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the Pn/Lg amplitude ratios measured for the events in the selected regions with one of the TEXAR events, Event #1 (12 Aug 96).

Figure 5: Comparison of the Pn/Lg ratios of the GERESS training set events with the TEXAR recordings for the blind test events. Event #1 is shown as Current Event. Event numbers for the other TEXAR events are indicated. The triangles indicate the values for the other TEXAR blind test events. Dashed line is separation of Vogtland blasts and earthquakes. (a) 2-4 Hz filter (b) 5-7 Hz filter (c) 8-10 Hz filter

The ratios are shown in 3 frequency bands, 2-4 Hz (a), 5-7 Hz (b), and 8-10 Hz (c). In these plots, different symbols represent different source types, as indicated in the legends above each figure. The triangle symbols, identified as "Unknown", represent the 20 TEXAR events that we want to identify. The Vogtland explosions and earthquakes, recorded at GERESS, clearly separate, with mine blasts having high ratios and earthquakes having low ratios and with the horizontal dashed line showing the possible separation point.
in the different frequency bands. The Lubin mine tremors generally fall below this line and resemble Vogtland earthquakes. However, the Swiss earthquake swarm contains events that fall above and below the line. This large scatter in the Swiss events may be due to variations in the source mechanisms of the earthquakes. We note that the TEXAR events also fall both above and below the line.

We desire to use this decision line, defined by the GERESS recordings of Germany and Poland, to classify the events recorded by TEXAR in Southwestern U.S. This is what we refer to as event identification by “inter-region comparison” of events and the “transporting” of a regional discriminant from GERESS to TEXAR. TEXAR Event #1, for example, clearly falls in well above the line on the 2-4 Hz plot but below the line in the 5-7 Hz and 8-10 Hz bands. So, Event #1 might be identified as a blast at low frequency and an earthquake at high frequency. Clearly, a single frequency band cannot be relied on to identify the event.

Figure 6 (a) shows all the \( Pn/Lg \) ratios in the 5-7 Hz band plotted versus distance of the events from their respective recording stations. The events cluster in the distance range of 100 to 800 km. However, most of the GERESS recordings fall in an even smaller range of about 100 to 300 km. With the exception of the one event at TEXAR, Event #10, which was at 1641 km, most of TEXAR and GERESS events were at comparable distances. Because frequency-dependent distance corrections are not yet available for Southwestern U.S., Germany, and Poland, we decided not to make any corrections for distance since these events are closely located. Event #10 may require a distance correction, however, but there were other problems with this event that we will discuss later.

Figure 6 (b) shows all the measurements in all the frequency bands plotted versus frequency. Each symbol now is an average for the frequency band over all the GERESS events in the category of blast or earthquake, and the triangle symbols are the averages over all the TEXAR events. The bars on each symbol are the standard deviations of the measurements about the means. The asterisks symbol shows the values measured for the Current Event, Event #1. This plot shows that the explosions and earthquakes recorded at GERESS clearly separate on the values of the \( Pn/Lg \) ratios and the frequency dependence of the ratios. Also, the spectral trends are different with the blasts increasing with frequency whereas the earthquakes stay constant to about the 4-6 Hz band and then increase. The Current Event #1 seems to be in the mine blast category at low frequency but then turns down to the earthquake category at high frequency. The TEXAR events as a group tend to follow the \( Pn/Lg \) amplitude-ratio frequency trend corresponding to quarry blasts,
but they have large standard deviations, which indicates that there are probably both blasts and earthquakes in the group.

\[ 5.0 - 7.0 / 5.0 - 7.0 \text{ Hz} \]
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Figure 6: Comparison of the Pn/Lg ratios of the GRESS training set events with the TEXAR recordings for the blind test events. (a) Ratios plotted versus distance. (b) Ratios plotted versus frequency band of filter.

Our conclusion from this analysis is that the TEXAR events, which we assume as a group are comprised of both earthquakes and blasts, are very similar to the GRESS recorded blasts and earthquakes. This gives us some degree of confidence that the events are similar in terms of source-receiver propagation path and station effects.

In order to characterize these events, it would be possible to cluster the two categories and identify the events using a supervised classification scheme, like likelihood ratios or outlier methods. We have in fact done this in some other studies (Baumgardt and Karafotis, 1995). However, in this blind test, we decided to characterize the events visually rather than automatically.

### 2.7 Discrimination Results

Each event was processed through ISEIS and discriminants discussed above were extracted. We then visually analyzed the features, made identifications, and sent the results to
SMU. The judgments about the identity of the events and whether we were correct or not were made by Professor Herrin.

For each of the 20 TEXAR events, we show plots of the features extracted for each of the events. In the following figures, the incoherent beams are on the left, the $Pn/Lg$ ratios versus frequency, compared with those of the GERESS recorded events, are plotted in the center and the spectra are plotted on the right. For the $Pn/Lg$ ratios, the ratios for each event are shown individually on the same plot as the ratios for the GERESS reference events, as in Figure 6 (b). The spectra and incoherent beams are displayed in different display modes (i.e., zoomed or unzoomed, shifted or unshifted, rms or log10 rms) shown in Figures 3 and 4 depending on what is being emphasized in each case.

The next two sections discuss in detail our reasoning on the identification of each of the events and whether or not the original identification was correct in each case, indicated in the parentheses.

2.7.1 First Group of 10 Events

(1) Event #1 - Earthquake (Correct)

The features for Event 1 are shown in Figure 7, which is also the event we discussed in the previous section. The incoherent beams have the very distinctive shapes of earthquakes, with large $Lg$ at high frequency. The phase selection windows are shown as the black regions on the incoherent beam plots. The $Pn/Lg$ ratios follow the earthquake trend, and are very small at high frequency. There might be some uncertainty here because of the low values of the $Pn/Lg$ ratio at low frequency. This might be caused by a regional site effect difference between TEXAR and GERESS, which could be more evident at low frequency than at high frequency. However, the bending down of the $Pn/Lg$ ratio trend at high frequency is an earthquake-like feature, never seen in explosions, and the low values at high frequency convince us that the event is an earthquake. The spectra are essentially flat out to the highest frequency observable, which is about 17.5 Hz. Beyond this frequency the spectra of both signals and noise drop off rapidly with frequency, due to the instrument anti-alias filter cutoff. Also, there is no evidence of ripple fire.

The event was identified as an earthquake, which is correct.
Figure 7: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #1 identified as earthquake. Incoherent beams (left), $Pn/Lg$ ratios versus frequency (middle), and regional phase spectra (right). Earthquake identification is based on the spectra of $Lg$ and other phases being flat, and low and frequency dependent $Pn/Lg$ ratios which fall into the GERESS earthquake group at high frequency. The phase selection windows used to compute the spectra are shown on the incoherent beams on the left.

Event #2 - Blast (Correct)

Figure 8 shows that this event is distinctively different than Event #1. Again, the black regions on the incoherent beams indicate the phase selection windows. The $Pn$ is larger than $Lg$ at high frequency. The $Pn/Lg$ ratio is large, and follows the blast trend with frequency. The $Pn$ has a sharp onset. The spectra have clear, although rather irregular, spectral scalloping not observed in the noise spectra. We conclude that the scalloping was caused by ripple firing.

We identified the event as a blast, which is correct.
Figure 8: SMU Blind Test Feature Extraction - Event #2 that was identified as a blast. Blast identification based on $Pn/Lg$ ratios falling in GERESS explosion group and evidence of spectral scalloping caused by ripple firing in the spectra on the right.

Event #3 - Blast (Correct)

The unlogged incoherent beams are shown in Figure 9 which exhibit a sharp onset $Pn$. From this point on, we only show the phase picks on the incoherent beams, not the phase-selection windows. In the middle and high frequencies, the $Pn/Lg$ ratios become very large, well in excess of the training set events. The spectrum of this event was discussed earlier in connection with spectral display options in Figure 3. We concluded that the event had ripple fire spectral scalloping at lower frequency where the signal-to-noise ratio is high. The $Pn/Lg$ ratios tend to be quite high through most of the frequency band from 3 to 8 Hz, where the signal-to-noise ratios are high.

We identified the event as a blast, which is correct.

Event #4 - Blast (Correct)

As shown in Figure 10, Event #4 has very large $Pn/Lg$ ratios which increase with frequency, a very strong explosion-like feature. The incoherent beams in Figure 10 are unlogged and show strong energy following the $Lg$ at low frequency. This feature may be caused by an $Rg$ arrival which is more evident on the incoherent beams than on the
Figure 9: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #3 identified as a blast based on high and increasing Pn/Lg ratio, peaked spectra, and spectral scalloping indicating ripple fire.

Figure 10: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #4 which was identified as a blast based on high and increasing Pn/Lg ratio, large Rg, peaked spectra, and spectral scalloping indicating ripple fire.
waveforms. The spectra show some evidence of modulation patterns and a peaked spectrum at low frequency.

We identified the event as a blast, primarily based on the \( Pn/Lg \) ratio features, which is correct.

**Event #5 - Blast (Correct)**

As shown in Figure 11, Event #5 has very large \( Pn/Lg \) ratios that increase strongly with frequency and fall within Vogtland mine blast category. The spectra are peaked at low frequency, or at about 4 Hz, and show spectral modulations due to ripple fire.

The event was identified as a blast, which is correct.

**Event #6 - Blast (Correct)**

As shown in Figure 12, Event #6 has very large \( Pn/Lg \) ratios which increase strongly with frequency and fall within the Vogtland mine blast category. The spectra are peaked at low frequency, and very strong spectral scalloping is evident, caused by ripple firing.

The event was identified as a blast, which is correct.

**Event #7 - Earthquake (Correct)**

The features for Event #7, shown in Figure 13, are somewhat ambiguous. The signal-to-noise ratios are low, and the signal features are weak. The \( Pn \) arrival is very emergent and has a somewhat flat coda. The \( Pn/Lg \) ratios increase with frequency, but it should be noted that the spectra show that the signal level drops to the noise level above about 6 Hz. So, \( Pn/Lg \) ratios above the 4-6 Hz band should not be considered. In the bands up to 4-6 Hz, the \( Pn/Lg \) ratios are flat and fall in the earthquake category. The spectra show no evidence of scalloping.

We identified the event as an earthquake, although with low confidence, which is correct.
Figure 11: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #5 identified as a blast based on large and increasing Pn/Lg ratios with frequency, and peaked and scalloped spectra.

Figure 12: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #6 identified as a blast based on large Pn/Lg ratios that increase with frequency, presence of Rg, and scalloped spectra.
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Figure 13: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #7 identified as earthquake based on low and frequency independent Pn/Lg ratios and emergent Pn with flat coda.

**Event #8 - Blast (Correct)**

The features for Event #8, shown in Figure 14, have frequency dependent Pn/Lg ratios that tend to increase with frequency. The spectra in Figure 14 are zoomed from 0 to 9 Hz, which is the band where the signal exceeds the noise. Weak scalloping can be made out at low frequency. Also, the peaked feature can been seen at around 1.8 Hz, most strongly evident for Lg, an explosion-like feature.

We identified the event as a blast, which is correct.

**Event #9 - Blast (Correct)**

The features for Event #9, shown in Figure 15, are very unusual. The Pn/Lg ratios increase at low frequency, seemingly in the Vogtland blast category, and then suddenly drop to very low values at high frequency. Looking at the incoherent beams in Figure 15, a strong signal is evident at high frequency following the Lg onset time. However, the signal is double peaked, and seems to be a P and S from a local event. Lg wave amplitudes do not usually increase so sharply with frequency.
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Figure 14: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #8 identified as blast based on increasing Pn/Lg ratios with frequency, somewhat large Pn/Lg values and spectral scalloping indicating ripple fire.
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Figure 15: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #9 identified as blasts based on weak evidence of ripple fire, high Pn/Lg ratios that follow blast trend at low frequency. The earthquake-like values at high frequency are caused by contamination by a local event.
Figure 16 shows plots of the waveforms filtered in several frequency bands, and the local event arrivals can be clearly seen on the high-frequency filtered traces. Also, we have done frequency-wavenumber analysis on this signal, using the array, and the event has a different bearing than the primary signal. Based on the fact that the \( Pn/Lg \) ratios are clearly blast-like at low frequency, we identified the event as a blast with coda contaminated by a local event. Both of these conclusions were correct.

![Event #9 - Bandpass Filter Analysis](image)

Figure 16: Event #9 Bandpass Filter Analysis - Interfering Local Event. The filter bands in Hz are shown on the left of each of the traces.

**Event #10 - Earthquake (?) (Incorrect)**

As we discussed earlier, Event #10 was located at the greatest distance of all the events from TEXAR, probably outside the distance range where our reference events are valid without applying distance corrections. Figure 17 shows the incoherent beams and \( Pn/Lg \) ratios versus frequency. We discuss the spectra in detail below. Looking at the incoherent beams, a strong \( Lg \) at low frequency and some \( Pn \) energy at high frequency can be seen, but overall, the signals are weak and very complex looking. The \( Pn/Lg \) ratios increase with frequency, as expected for blasts. But, the incoherent beam plots show that no \( Lg \) energy is evident at high frequency. So, the increased \( Pn/Lg \) ratio with frequency is actually caused...
by the increase of $Pn$ energy relative to noise and has nothing to do with the $Lg$ amplitude, which is below noise level at high frequency.

In Figure 18, we show the waveforms in different filter bands that again show the signals to be very weak at high frequency. The top plot shows the broadband signal with a strong arrival identified as $Rg$. Moreover, SMU provided a low-pass filtered waveform that showed this phase to be very large at low frequency. The weakness of $Pn$ and the strength of the presumed $Rg$ would suggest a large Ms-mb, characteristic of earthquake.
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Figure 17: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #10 with questionable earthquake identification, based on large long-period surface wave. $Pn$/$Sn$ ratios are more blast like, but they are low signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure 18: Event 10 Filter Analysis. This event appears to be earthquake on basis of Ms/mb. However, the event is actually an extended mine blast with MI=3.5. Large extent builds up low-frequency $Rg$ and reduces high-frequency $Pn$.

Figure 19 (a) shows that the spectra have high signal-to-noise ratios in two frequency bands, 0 to 1 Hz and 2.7 to 4.2 Hz. These two bands are shifted and zoomed in Figures 19 (b) and (c). There may be very weak spectral modulations in both $Pn$ and $Lg$ that could have been caused by ripple firing. However, we decided the signals were too weak to make a conclusive identification.

Figure 19: Event 10 Spectra. (a) Spectra from 0 to 4.2 Hz. Spectral bands where log-SNR exceeds 0 are indicated. (b) Low band where log-SNR $> 0$. (c) High band where log-SNR $> 0$. 
We made no identification of the event since the high-frequency signals were too weak to conclusively apply the ISEIS high-frequency discriminants. However, based on the large low-frequency $R_g$ and the $M_s$-$mb$ argument (strong $R_g$, weak $P_n$), we concluded that the event might be an earthquake. This identification was incorrect.

In fact, the event was an extended cast shot of 13 November 1995 in the Black Thunder mine in the Powder River Basin of Wyoming. Stump and Pearson (1997) studied Pinedale Array recordings of this event, at a distance of 360 km, that also showed the enhanced surface waves at low frequency that we observed at TEXAR at 1641 km distance. However, they also observed more explosion-like characteristics at high frequency that we could not conclusively observe at TEXAR because of low signal-to-noise ratios at the larger distance. Stump and Pearson (1997) argued that this low-frequency surface wave enhancement is a common feature of both single-fired and cast shots at the mine.

In hindsight, it is apparent we had more evidence that the event was an explosion than an earthquake. We based a possible earthquake identification on the observation of the large $M_s$, but this is a common feature of large mine blasts. We could have made a more conclusive, and probably correct, identification if we had had the data from Pinedale at closer distance than TEXAR.

2.7.2 Second Group of 10 Events

The second group of 10 events (Event #11 through 20) were analyzed after the first group. This second set of events had some unusual “exotic” events never seen before so the identification of these events was problematic at best. However, a CTBT monitoring system will have to be able to handle such exotic events, either to call them “unusual” or not on the realm of current experience.

*Event #11 - Earthquake (Correct)*

The features for Event #11 shown in Figure 20 are very characteristic of earthquakes. The incoherent beams have stronger $L_g$ energy through the entire frequency band, and the $P_n/L_g$ ratios clearly fall on the GERESS earthquake group. The spectra are relatively flat like those for Event #1 in Figure 7.

This event was identified as an earthquake, which is correct. SMU identified the event as the Chihuahua Earthquake.
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Figure 20: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #11 identified as earthquake based on flat Lg spectrum and earthquake like Pn/Lg ratios.

Event #12 - Blast (Correct)

The features for this event in Figure 21 are very characteristic of blasts. Spectral modulation due to ripple firing is evident in the spectra. The Pn/Lg ratios follow the trend for the GERESS mine blasts closely. Also, as can be seen on the incoherent beams, an Rg phase was observed at low frequency.

This event was identified as a blast, which is correct. SMU identified the event as a Hercules mine blast.

Event #13 - Blast (*)

This event had features similar to blasts, but not conclusively so. The incoherent beams in Figure 22 show a very strong Rg arrival at low frequency. The Pn/Lg ratios tend to fall between the blast and earthquakes, but seem to follow the blast trend more closely. The spectra had very clear scalloping although somewhat different from spectra we have seen previously for ripple fired mine blasts.

We identified the event as a blast. However, this event was one of the exotic events, identified by SMU as a "Shuttlequake." The signals are seismic waves produced by the
Figure 21: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #12 identified as a blast based on large Rg wave, impulsive Pn wave, large and increasing Pn/Lg ratio with frequency, and strong spectral scalloping caused by ripple fire.

Figure 22: SMU Blind Test Feature Extraction - Event #13 which we classified as a blast based on large Rg wave, large and frequency dependent Pn/Lg ratios and spectral scalloping in all phase spectra. In fact, the event was a "Shuttlequake" or seismic signals produced the Mach cone of the space shuttle reentering the atmosphere.
bow shock of the Space Shuttle reentry about 150 km north of TEXAR. It is interesting
that the event had strong characteristics of blast. Because the event is atmospheric, it would
be easily detectable by means of infrasound sensors. The cause of the spectral scalloping
may be that the reentry shock consisted of more than one shock front, possibly including
one from the bow and one from the tail.

**Event #14 Blast (Correct)**

This event had very clear characteristics of blast, as can be seen in Figure 23. The Pn/Lg
ratios fall above the mine blast group at high frequency but below the earthquakes at low
frequency. The incoherent beams in Figure 23 show that the Lg wave is very strong at low
frequency, however, at high frequency, the Pn wave dominates the signal. The spectra
show clear indications of spectral scalloping due to ripple firing.

We identified the event as a blast, which was correct. SMU identified the event as the Mi-
care mine explosion.

---

**Incoherent Beam Phase Picks**
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**TEXAR Array Average Spectra**
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---

*Figure 23: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #14 identified as a blast based on
large Rg wave, large and increasing Pn/Lg ratios with frequency, and strong spectral scal-
loping caused by ripple firing.*
Event #15 Earthquake (Correct)

The features for this event shown in Figure 24 are most consistent with earthquakes. The $Pn/Lg$ ratios are low and follow the frequency dependence of the GERESSS earthquakes. The spectra are peaked but smooth with no indication of ripple fire.

We identified the event as an earthquake which was correct. SMU identified the event as the Mazatlan Earthquake.

Event #16 Earthquake (1/2 Correct)

The features for this event, shown in Figure 25, are somewhat mixed. The $Pn/Lg$ ratio increases with frequency, which indicates explosion, but the values are very low except at high frequency. The $Lg$ and $Pg$ spectra are somewhat peaked at low frequency, which is explosion like, but the $Pn$ and $Sn$ spectra are flatter like earthquakes. The $Lg$ spectrum has a peak near 12 Hz which can also be seen in the noise spectrum. $Lg$ is extremely large, relative to the $Pn$, at low frequency which is evident on the incoherent beam and the $Pn/Lg$ ratio plots.

Based on the mixed results, we identified the event as probable earthquake, but maybe a blast and mine tremor. This conclusion was only half correct as the event was an earthquake. SMU identified the event as the Greenville earthquake located near Dallas.
Figure 24: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #15 identified as earthquake based on earthquake like $Pn/Lg$ ratios, emergent $Pn$ onset, and smooth spectra.

Figure 25: SMU Blind Test Feature Extraction - Event #16 identified as a blast-induced earthquake because it had unusual features characteristic of both blast and earthquake. $Pn/Lg$ ratios increase with frequency, like blasts, but have very low values characteristic of earthquakes.
Event #17 Blast Induced Tremor (Correct)

The features for Event #17 in Figure 26 are very similar to those of Event #16 discussed previously. The Pn/Lg ratios are very low at low frequency, indicating earthquake, but blast-like at high frequency. The spectra are peaked at low frequency, like blasts, and roll off quickly with frequency. As in the case of Event #16, there appears to be a spectral peak near 12 Hz in the Pg, Sn, and Lg phases.

Based on the mixed results, we identified the event as probable earthquake, but maybe a blast and mine tremor as we did for Event #16. This turned out to be correct in that SMU identified the event as a South Texas induced earthquake.

Figure 26: SMU Blind Test Feature Extraction - Event #17 identified as a blast-induced earthquake based on the same kinds of features as Figure 25.

Event #18 Blast (Correct)

The features for this event shown in Figure 27 are unusual but most strongly resemble those of blasts. The Pn/Lg ratio, though very small at low frequency, rapidly increases with frequency and is well above the GRESS mine blast group. The spectra are peaked at low frequency and there is evidence of some spectral scalloping, primarily in Sn and Lg. The Pn spectrum looks unusual and seems to have different scalloping than Pg, Sn, and Lg.
We identified the event to be an mine blast, which was correct. SMU identified the event as the Tyrone Mine explosion. Bonner et al (1997) have studied Tyrone earthquakes in some detail and suggest that the $Pn$ wave is actually $PnPn$. This complexity might explain the unusual scalloping of the $Pn$ spectrum in Figure 27.

Figure 27: SMU Blind Test - Feature Extraction - Event #18 identified as blast based on increasing $Pn/Lg$ ratio with frequency and weak evidence of scalloped spectra indicating ripple fire.

**Event #19 Blast (Correct)**

The features for this event shown in Figure 28 are also unusual but are most consistent with mine blast. The $Pn/Lg$ ratios increase sharply with frequency and have values comparable to the Vogtland blasts. The spectra of all phases have a broad peak at about 12 Hz which we explained as being caused by ripple firing.

We identified the event as a blast, which is correct. SMU identified the event as the Morenci Mine explosion.
Event #20 - Earthquake (Correct?)

This final event, whose features are shown in Figure 29, seemed to be earthquake-like. The $Pn/Lg$ ratios are indicative of earthquake in that they are small, with $Lg$ larger than $Pn$ across the entire frequency band, and the spectra are smooth. Both the $Pn$ and $Lg$ spectra are flat and smooth, which are features of earthquakes.

We identified the event as an earthquake. SMU identified the event as being associated with a meteor shower and thus correct (i.e., meteorquake), which is another unexpected exotic event. The identification of meteorquake is based on the correlation in the time of the event and the known occurrence of the Geminid meteor shower, as discussed by Bonner et al (1997). The event may have produced an infrasound event. Thus, the seismic signals may have been produced by atmospheric shock fronts produced by the meteor shower. However, this event has none of the features of the Shuttlequake signals known to be produced by a shock front. The signals seem to be much more like an earthquake-like. At present, without more definitive ground truth, we would have to characterize the event as being unknown but probable earthquake.
2.8 SUMMARY OF DISCRIMINATION RESULTS

Tables 1 and 2 tabulates the results of the discrimination analysis, how we classified each event, and whether or not the identification was judged correct or incorrect by SMU.

Of the first group of 10 events in Table 1, we identified 9 correctly and 1 incorrectly. However, regarding the incorrect identification, Event #10, we note in Table 1 that our actual decision was that ISEIS could not identify it because of poor high-frequency signal-to-noise ratios. In hindsight, we might have identified the event correctly as blast if we had believed our Pn/Lg discriminant and spectral scalloping results and discounted the large low-frequency surface wave as an earthquake indicator.

For the second set of 10 events in Table 2, Events #7 and #8 were judged half correct since we suggested a combination of explosion and earthquake characteristics. Event #6 was an earthquake and Event #7 a blast-induced earthquake. However, these events were so similar that we suspect they are both blast induced. All the normal events were identified correctly, and we were given credit for the exotic events, Event #13 (Shuttlequake) and Event #20 (Meteorquake ?). However, it should be noted that the IMS will have access to
Table 1: SMU Blind Test Results - First 10

- **Event #1 - Earthquake** - flat Lg spectrum, low and frequency independent Pn/Lg ratios - **Correct**
- **Event #2 - Blast** - peaked Lg spectrum, high and increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired, Rg present - **Correct**
- **Event #3 - Blast** - peaked spectrum, high and increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired - **Correct**
- **Event #4 - Blast** - high and increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired, Rg present - **Correct**
- **Event #5 - Blast** - peaked Lg spectrum, increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired - **Correct**
- **Event #6 - Blast** - increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired, Rg present - **Correct**
- **Event #7 - Earthquake** - Low and frequency independent Pn/Lg at low frequency. (Note: Weak signal, Pn had flat coda which is eq like) - **Correct**
- **Event #8 - Blast** - increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired (?) - **Correct**
- **Event #9 - Blast** - Ripple fired (?), high Pn/Lg ratios and increasing with frequency to 5 Hz, where local event interferes - **Correct**
- **Event #10 - Earthquake (?)** (Note: ISEIS can't identify. Long-period surface wave for this event, no P a 1 Hz,

Table 2: SMU Blind Test Results - Second 10

- **Event #11 - Earthquake** - flat Lg spectrum, earthquake like - **Correct** - Chihuahua Quake
- **Event #12 - Blast** - peaked Lg spectrum, high and increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired, Rg present - **Correct** - Hercules Min Ex.
- **Event #13 - Blast** - high and increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, peaked spectra, Rg - **Shuttlequake**
- **Event #14 - Blast** - high and increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, Ripple fired, impulsive Pn - **Correct** - Micare Mine Ex.
- **Event #15 - Earthquake** - Pn/Lg earthquake like, onset earthquake like, smooth spectra - **Correct** - Mamalian Quake
- **Event #16 - Blast-Induced ?** - increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, earthquake and explosion like, spectral peak at 12 Hz, blast and tremor - **1/2 Correct** - Greenville Quake, Near Dallas
- **Event #17 - Blast-Induced ?** - increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, earthquake and explosion like, spectral peak at 12 Hz, blast and tremor - **1/2 Correct** - S. Texas Induced Quake
- **Event #18 - Blast** - increasing Pn/Lg with frequency, ripple fired (?) - **Correct** - Tyrone Mine Ex.
- **Event #19 - Blast** - Ripple fired (?), high Pn/Lg ratios - **Correct** - Morenci Mine Ex
- **Event #20 - Earthquake** - Pn/Lg earthquake like, broad smooth spectrum - **Correct** - Meteorquakes
infrasound data to identify exotic events like this. In fact, the TEXAR infrasound array was used to identify these events.

2.9 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

To our knowledge, this may be the first attempt at a blind test of discrimination techniques. A comprehensive blind test would of course require many more events involving data collected at different stations in different regions of the world. However, this preliminary study has provided a number of insights on the problems that will be confronted by the operational IMS for the identification of Special Events.

The following are our overall conclusions from this study:

- Events recorded at TEXAR are very similar to earthquakes/tremors and mine blasts recorded by GERESS in Germany and Poland.
- Inter-region comparison analysis identified all but two of the 20 test events. Generally, mine blasts can be best identified by looking for increasing $Pn/Lg$ ratios with frequency, log10 ratios greater than 0 at high frequency, and spectral scalloping due to ripple fire. Earthquakes generally have low, frequency-independent $Pn/Lg$ ratios. Earthquake spectra can be flat, smooth, and lacking in any kind of scalloping. However, not all earthquake spectra are flat, depending on the bandwidth of the signals.
- One event, the Thunder Mountain Cast shot, was judged unidentifiable based on weak signals at TEXAR. This event had very large $Rg$ waves at low frequency, but this appears to be a typical characteristic of mine blasts there. If we had had access to a closer station, such as Pinedale, the event could have been correctly and conclusively identified.
- Application of single discriminants can be fooled by interfering events if care is not taken to detect mixed signals. The one example we had, Event #9, had $Pn/Lg$ features that have never been observed, i.e., sharply increasing $Lg$ amplitude with frequency. The CTBT IMS must be able to check such anomalies.
- Discrimination may be fooled by exotic events. Typical events we were sent by SMU include Shuttle and aircraft shock fronts and possible events associated with meteor showers. However, as discussed by Bonner et al (1997), having a collocated infrasound array should be able to handle most of these kinds of events.

Our overall conclusion is that blind tests such as this are effective ways of testing the reliability of Special Event identification methods. We are encouraged by the overall success of
ISEIS to identify most of the events, and that the GERESS events served well as a reference events even though they occurred in a different part of the world. This points to the robustness of the $Pn/Lg$ ratio, and that it appears to be relatively insensitive for receiver effects. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the features were averaged over arrays, instead of at single sensors, and that this might have averaged out receiver structure effects. More such tests are recommended in the future as the IMS is developed and tested.
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AUGUST 16, 1997 KARA SEA EVENT

3.1 Introduction

On August 16, 1997, a seismic event occurred near the Kara Sea in the vicinity of the Former Soviet Union test site at Novaya Zemlya. This event has received a great deal of attention, and a number of studies of this event have been published that have indicated that the event was probably an earthquake (e.g., Richards and Kim, 1997). However, it occurred in a relatively aseismic region near a known test site and was initially identified as a possible explosive event.

This event poses two problems for identification: (1) lack of earthquakes in the region, although there is a history of recorded nuclear explosions at Novaya Zemlya and (2) at the time of the event, one of the key stations, ARCESS, was not operating. However, the event was recorded at the non-IMS station Kevo (KEV) as well as a number of earlier nuclear explosions at the test site. Richards and Kim (1997) studied the event there and showed that the multiple frequency P/S ratios of the August 16, 1997 event were significantly different than those of the nuclear explosions recorded at the same site. However, no consideration could be given to whether it was, in fact, an earthquake or a chemical blast, because no historical record of these kinds of sources was available at KEV. Also, since the event was located offshore, no consideration was given in the earlier studies of whether the event could have been an undersea explosion.

In our characterization of the Kara Sea event, we make two fundamental assertions:

(1) Seismic events recorded at stations in other regions and at other stations can be used as reference events for characterization of Special Events if it can be shown that site and path effects are comparable.

This argument is controversial because most seismologists would require that reference events should occur in the same region as the Special Event and be recorded at the same station. However, this is often not possible for aseismic regions or stations located in new regions that have limited historical data. Thus, it may be necessary to utilize reference events in different regions perhaps recorded at a different station. We argued this point in the last section where we identified events in the southwestern US recorded at TEXAR using reference events in Germany and Poland recorded at GERESS. In this section, we will show that the site and path characteristics of seismic events recorded at KEV and ARCESS
are almost identical. Thus, it should be possible to combine features at the two stations, using the KEV data for the Kara Sea event, and the ARCESS recordings of historical earthquakes and mine blasts.

(2) Seismic events should utilize the best data available, and should not combine data for poor quality or of demonstrably inferior discrimination capability in the identification of Special Events.

This argument counters the view that all data should be used in characterizing seismic events. In the case of discrimination, this approach is unnecessary and can give incorrect information about the identity of seismic events if high and low quality data are combined. Stated another way, we would argue many stations are not necessary for the identification of seismic events; only one high-quality station would be sufficient. "High-quality" means that the station records broadband signals at high signal-to-noise ratios and that the discriminants are known to perform well there. In the case of identifying earthquakes using the frequency-dependent P/S ratio, we suggest that only one high-quality station with a low value of P/S ratio at high frequency would be required to identify an earthquake.

In this section, we discuss these two assertions in connection with the characterization and identification of the Kara Sea event and Special Events in general. We also consider the possibility of whether or not the event could have been an underwater explosion given that it was located offshore.

3.2 Event Location and Recording Stations

Figure 30 shows a map of the location of the Kara Sea event and the propagation paths to some of the stations that recorded it. The location near the former Soviet test site at Novaya Zemlya originally raised suspicions that the event might have been a nuclear blast. However, the seismic locations of the event in the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB) of the PIDC, discussed by Richards and Kim (1997) and Israelsson et al (1997), placed the event offshore in the Kara Sea beneath 225 m of water. Based on location alone, and the lack of any other evidence for testing activity, it was suggested strongly that the event was an earthquake.
Figure 30: Map showing propagation paths from the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea event to the stations used in this study.

The inter-region reference-event comparison method, discussed in the last section, was used to characterize this event because of the missing earthquakes in the region and the failure of the ARCESS array at the time of the event. The Finnish station, Kevo (KEV), was identified as a surrogate station since it is located near ARCESS and thus in the same overall tectonic region. However, the data history for KEV was limited, although historical seismic data was available for KEV for nuclear explosions.

This event was processed through ISEIS and the $Pn/Sn$ amplitude ratios were compared with other events, using KEV recordings of the August 16, 1997 event and historical nuclear explosions, and ARCESS recordings of earthquakes, nuclear explosions, and mine blasts in surrounding regions. Figure 31 shows a map of the locations and propagation paths of events recorded at ARCESS that we have used in this comparison. The earthquakes were near Spitzbergen and included the Steigen earthquakes of northern Norway, the mine blasts on the Kola Peninsula, and the nuclear explosions at Novaya Zemlya. The same Novaya Zemlya nuclear explosions were also recorded at KEV and were the ones studied earlier by Richards and Kim (1997) and Israelsson et al (1997). These events were
also analyzed in this study. All the ARCESS and KEV historical-event features were stored in the ISEIS database and were called up in the manner described above for the TEXAR data. The KEV data were obtained more recently but processed in the same way as the ARCESS data.

Figure 31: Basemap showing locations of and great-circle propagation paths for events recorded at ARCESS that were used as a comparison reference set for the Kara Sea event recorded at KEV.

We thus make the assumption that KEV and ARCESS are interchangeable stations and compared events recorded at the two stations as if they were the same station. This, in turn, rests on the assumptions that the recording instrumentation of KEV and the crustal structure effects beneath the two stations are similar. The former assumption is not totally valid since KEV and ARCESS have different sampling rates (KEV is 20 Hz and NORESS is 40 Hz), and also have different instrumentation. However, using same-band amplitude ratios and array averages for the ARCESS features should make our $Pn/Sn$ ratios partially insensitive to differences in the recording instrumentation. The validity of the assumption that the stations have similar sites will be addressed later.
3.3 Incoherent Beams and Observed Regional Phases

As shown in Figure 30, this event was recorded at three regional arrays, NORESS, Spitzbergen, and Apatity, and the single stations KEV. Waveforms of these events have been shown by Israe1sson et al (1997). Figure 32 shows “incoherent beams” computed for the Kara Sea event at KEV, Apatity, Spitzbergen, and NORESS. As in the previous section, we display all the incoherent beams shifted vertically for display purposes with the lower frequency filters on the bottom. The filter bands in Hz for incoherent beams are labeled on the sides. The rms amplitude scale on the vertical axis should be considered relative. Note that the KEV, Spitzbergen, and NORESS records are in log10 rms units whereas the Apatity records are unlogged rms amplitude units. The phase identifications for \(Pn\) and \(Sn\), picked on waveforms, are shown on the incoherent beams.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figures/32.png}
\caption{Plots of filtered incoherent beams for the recordings of the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea Event. (a) Kevo, (b) Apatity, (c) Spitzbergen, (d) NORESS}
\end{figure}
Note that at KEV and Apatity, the \( Sn \) energy exceeds that of \( Pn \) at the highest frequencies. At Spitzbergen, which is over 200 km more distant than KEV and Apatity, the \( Pn \) amplitude exceeds the \( Sn \) energy. However, it is notable that significant \( Sn \) energy appears on all three of these sensors to frequencies up to 8 Hz. Only NORESS, at 2335 km, failed to record an \( Sn \) of any significant size, although a very weak, emergent onset could be made out at high frequency. Of course, NORESS is at 2335 km and even the \( Pn \) wave is just barely observable.

As we discussed in the previous section, the incoherent beams are used to obtain amplitudes for the different phases in different frequency bands that, in turn, are used to compute the \( Pn/Sn \) amplitude ratios.

It should also be noted that no \( Lg \) waves are observed for propagation paths coming out of this region that cross the Barents and Kara Seas. An explanation for the blockage of \( Lg \) from Novaya Zemlya explosions, originally given by Baumgardt (1990, 1996), is that thick sediment accumulations in the Barents Sea cause a breakdown in the \( Lg \) propagation waveguide in the shallow crust. In an earlier study of Russian PNEs recorded at NORSAR (Baumgardt, 1991), \( Lg \) was observed to also be blocked for paths that crossed the Kara Sea, another region underlain by a sedimentary basin. Baumgardt (1996) has suggested that sedimentary basins may be a principal cause of \( Lg \) blockage in continental cratons.

However, in spite of the non-existence of \( Lg \), strong \( Sn \) waves have been observed in the region. Baumgardt (1996) has suggested that in many regions there may be a tradeoff between \( Sn \) and \( Lg \) excitation and blockage; i.e., where \( Lg \) is blocked, \( Sn \) is strong, and vice versa. In the case of the Barents and Kara Seas, most of the \( Lg \) energy appears to have been blocked and the shear wave energy generally propagates as \( Sn \). Thus, the \( Pn/Sn \) and \( Pn/Lg \) ratios may be used as interchangeable discriminants, and \( Pn/Sn \) would be best used in regions where \( Lg \) is blocked. The same argument may also be made about the tradeoff in \( Pn \) and \( Pg \) propagation. However, for most regions of the world, we usually observe efficient \( Pn \) type propagation, although high-frequency filtering is often required to observe \( Pn \). Because \( Pn \) is the first arrival phase, we use it as the \( P \) phase for regional \( P/S \) ratios even when \( Pg \) is the stronger phase. However, for all the observations from the Kara Sea/Novaya Zemlya region, only \( Pn \) and \( Sn \) phases could be observed. Like in our earlier studies of discrimination in the region, we principally analyze the \( Pn/Sn \) amplitude ratio discriminant.
3.4 Spectral Comparisons of KEV and ARCESS

To check possible effects of differences in site on the features at KEV and ARCESS, we now compare the spectra for the two stations recording the same events. In Figure 33, we compare the spectra for two Novaya Zemlya nuclear explosions recorded at ARCESS and KEV for two common nuclear explosions in Figure 33 (a) and (b). Also, in 33 (c), we compare the ARCESS spectra for an earlier Special Event near Novaya Zemlya, the 31 December 1992 New Years Eve event (Baumgardt, 1993b), with the idea that these events may be similar. The $Pn$ spectra are plotted in blue, the $Sn$ in red, and pre-$Pn$ noise in black. Each of the spectra were computed for 20 second windows starting at the onset times for $Pn$ and $Sn$ on incoherent beams. All spectra were smoothed using the Parzen window. The same bandwidths (1 to 10 Hz) are shown in each case. The instrument response has been deconvolved in all cases.
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Figure 33: Comparisons of spectra recorded at ARCESS and KEV for the same nuclear explosions (a, b). (c) Comparison of the December 31, 1992 event recorded at ARCESS with the August 16, 1997 event recorded at KEV.

Comparison of the ARCESS and KEV spectra for the explosions shows similarity in the general trend. The ARCESS spectra have less variance because they are averaged across the array. The frequency dependence in the $Pn$ and $Sn$ spectra are similar overall. The $Sn$ spectra fall off faster with frequency than the $Pn$ spectra with the cross over point at about
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2.5 Hz. Thus, the Pn spectral level exceeds the Sn below 2.5 Hz and reverses above 2.5 Hz in agreement with Pn/Sn plotted versus frequency. This pattern is the basic discriminant for identifying nuclear explosions, i.e., the Pn spectral level exceeds the Sn spectral level and the slopes of the Pn spectra are shallower than that of the Sn spectra. At low frequency, this pattern is reversed and shows that significant shear-wave energy is generated by nuclear explosions.

The KEV spectra for the nuclear explosions have almost exactly the same shape as those of the ARCESS spectra, although the variance of the spectra is higher because the KEV spectra and the overall bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio are lower for KEV than for ARCESS. The noise level at KEV does increase somewhat with frequency above 5 Hz, whereas the ARCESS noise spectra fall off with frequency. The spectra for KEV seem to bend more with frequency than the ARCESS spectra, but this is an artifact of the dynamic range of the plot. Note, for example in Figure 33 (a), the KEV log amplitude range is 4.3 to 9.3, or 5 log units, whereas that for ARCESS is -0.8 to 5.0, or 5.8 log units. So, the ARCESS range is 0.8 larger than the KEV range, which is why the shapes of the ARCESS and KEV seem a little different. Close comparison of the explosion spectra in 33 (a) and (b) reveals that the ARCESS and KEV spectra are almost identical in shape and trend for the same nuclear explosions observed at the two sites.

However, the August 16, 1997 spectra are decidedly different in that they exhibit flat spectral characteristics that we have observed in earthquakes. For example, similar flat spectra were observed for the Vogtland earthquakes recorded at GERESS (Baumgardt, 1993a) as well as many of the closer earthquakes recorded at TEXAR, discussed in the previous section. Of course, the magnitudes for the nuclear explosions, which were 5.7 and 5.6 mb, were much larger than the Kara Sea body-wave magnitude of 3.3. Thus, some of the spectral flattening in the case of the Kara Sea event may be explained by source size scaling. However, we also include the ARCESS spectrum for the December 31, 1992 event near Novaya Zemlya that had a local magnitude of 2.3. The August 16 spectral levels at KEV increase with frequency, which is quite different than the December 31, 1992 event recorded at ARCESS. Because the explosion spectra at ARCESS and KEV are so similar, we conclude the site effects are about the same and the differences seen in Figure 33 (c) are source effects.

3.5 Pn/Sn Ratio Analysis at KEV and ARCESS

Based on the comparative spectral analysis of the common nuclear explosions in the previous section and the fact that common events recorded at ARCESS and KEV have almost
identical spectral shapes in the 1 to 10 Hz band, the two stations appear to have very similar site structure and propagation paths in this region. This indicates that direct comparisons can be made of events recorded at ARCESS to different events recorded at KEV as if they are the same station in the 1 to 10 Hz band. Based on this assumption, this study expands on the earlier one of Israelsson et al (1997) in that we compare the August 16, 1997 event, recorded at KEV, with the archive of events recorded at ARCESS, even though the August 16, 1997 event was not directly recorded at ARCESS.

Based on the incoherent beam analysis discussed above, we also decided to focus primarily on the stations ARCESS, and KEV, which we treat as a stand-in for ARCESS. Special Event characterization should only be done using data from the stations with the best quality data and where the discriminants are known to perform well. As shown in Figure 32, the Apatity and NORESS station had poor signal-to-noise ratio for events in this region, and thus, we did not use them. Spitzbergen had a good signal, but as we will discuss below, the discriminants perform poorly there for reasons we understand.

Given that the spectra were similar, the rms incoherent beams and the measured amplitudes should also be similar. In the analysis that follows, we use the method we call "inter-region comparison", discussed in the last section, of plotting KEV and ARCESS amplitude-ratio features on the same plot. The $Pn$ and $Sn$ amplitudes were computed in 7 frequency bands at KEV and 9 frequency bands for the ARCESS archived events, using the measurement of maximum rms amplitudes in the phase windows starting at the time picks of the phases, as discussed in the previous section.

Because $Lg$ waves do not propagate in this region, the $Pn/Sn$ ratio discriminant had to be used instead of the $Pn/Lg$ ratio. Figure 34 shows scatter plots of $Pn/Sn$ ratios plotted versus distance. Figure 34 (a) shows the various $Pn/Sn$ ratio measurements in the 5-7 Hz band, made at both ARCESS and KEV, plotted versus distance, but uncorrected for distance, and Figure 34 (b) shows the same points after a distance correction. We use the distance correction for $Pn/Sn$ amplitude ratios derived from relations for Scandinavia and western Eurasia given by Sereno (1991). As discussed earlier, the distance correction pulls down the $Pn/Sn$ ratios at larger distances relative to the values at smaller distances. This correction is required for comparison of the August 16 Kara Sea event with mine blasts and earthquakes at about 400 km from ARCESS but not for comparison with nearby earthquakes and nuclear explosions, since they are at about the same distance, about 1100 km, as the August 16 Kara Sea event. The plus signs indicate the $Pn/Sn$ ratios measured at both KEV and ARCESS for Novaya Zemlya nuclear blasts, and it is notable that the measure-
ments tend to cluster at the same value in this band. The August 16 event is well below the values for mine blasts and nuclear blasts, and falls well within the category of values for other earthquakes.

\[
5.0 - 7.0 \ / \ 5.0 - 7.0 \ Hz
\]

- : Earthquake
- : Quarry Blast
\(\Delta\) : Marine Explosion
\(\dagger\) : August 16, 1997
\(\star\) : KEV

Figure 34: Plots of the log10 \(P_n/S_n\) ratios for discriminants for the August 16, 1997 event, recorded at KEV, with nuclear explosions, mine blasts, earthquakes, and an underwater event (Komsomolets submarine sinking) recorded at ARCESS (a) With distance correction curve. (b) Ratios plotted after distance correction.

Also shown on the plot is the presumed Komsomolets submarine implosion (blue triangle) that occurred in the Norwegian Sea in 1989 and had been earlier analyzed in ISEIS. Implosions are known to have characteristics similar to explosions, so this event can serve as a useful example of an undersea explosion and can be used to determine if the August 16 event might have been an undersea blast in the Kara Sea. The \(P_n/S_n\) ratios for the Komsomolets event falls in the blast category, and higher than that of the August 16 Kara Sea event.

As we noted in earlier studies of the 31 December 1992 New Years Eve event in this region (Baumgardt, 1993b), the \(P_n/S_n\) amplitude ratios for mine blasts on the Kola Peninsula have high scatter. We were not able to clearly identify that earlier event as an earthquake, because of the partial overlap of the mine blast population with this event. However, the
August 16, 1997 event clearly has a lower ratio $Pn/Sn$ ratio, after distance correction, than the mine blasts on the Kola and falls closer to the earthquake category.

Figure 35 (a) and (b) shows all the $Pn/Sn$ ratios plotted versus frequency without and with distance corrections, respectively.
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Figure 35: Plots of the log10 $Pn/Sn$ ratios for discriminants for the August 16, 1997 event, recorded at KEV, with nuclear explosions, mine blasts, earthquakes, and an underwater event (Komsomolets submarine sinking) recorded at ARCESS plotted versus filter frequency. (a) Not distance corrected. (b) Ratios plotted after distance correction.

In this display, we show the average $Pn/Sn$ amplitude-ratio values for different source types and the error bars are the standard deviations. This display clearly shows that the August 16 event falls well below the earthquakes category at high frequency, above the 3 to 5 Hz band. The distance correction enhances the separation at high frequency. The ratios for the event suddenly decrease in the 5 to 7 Hz band that seems to be an unusual feature of earthquakes in the region. It is unlikely that such a feature would be produced by a nuclear explosion.
3.6 Pn/Sn Amplitude Ratios At Spitzbergen

We now consider the amplitude ratios measured at the Spitzbergen array. As we pointed out above, this station recorded the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea event with the highest signal-to-noise ratio. We also plot Pn/Sn amplitude ratio features for events recorded at KEV and ARCESS and compare with those of Spitzbergen array. Since there are no nuclear explosions recorded at Spitzbergen, we would have to transport nuclear explosions from some other region, say ARCESS and KEV recordings of Novaya Zemlya events, to the Spitzbergen array. However, this can only be done if we can demonstrate that the sites and propagation path effects are similar for Spitzbergen, KEV, and ARCESS. In this section, we will show that, in fact, the sites are not equivalent and we cannot transport the ARCESS and KEV archive of features to Spitzbergen.

Figure 36 shows plots of 5 to 7 Hz Pn/Sn ratio versus distance, with distance corrections applied.

Figure 36: Plots of the log10 Pn/Sn ratios for discriminants for the August 16, 1997 recorded at Spitzbergen (a) Comparison with mid-Atlantic ridge events recorded at Spitzbergen, and nuclear blasts recorded at KEV. Also, the August 16, 1997 event recorded at KEV is plotted. (b) Same as (a) but with ARCESS recordings of mid-Atlantic ridge events and nuclear blasts. All ratios are corrected to 700 km distance.

Figure 36 (a) compares the Spitzbergen Pn/Sn ratios for the Kara Sea events with the KEV ratio for the same event. We have also plotted a set of earthquakes close to Spitzbergen that
were located near the Mayan Ridge. We note that, even though the KEV and Spitzbergen sites were about the same distance from the Kara Sea event, the $Pn/Sn$ ratio at Spitzbergen is almost a full log unit higher than the value at KEV. This difference appears to be caused by the $Sn$ values being smaller at Spitzbergen than at KEV relative to the $Pn$. This comparison reveals a site difference between KEV and Spitzbergen in the $Pn/Sn$ ratio which precludes transporting discriminants from KEV to Spitzbergen.

Also, we have plotted the nuclear explosion ratios for KEV on the plot, and we see that the ratios have similar values as the Kara Sea event recorded at Spitzbergen. However, there are also a number of earthquakes closer to Spitzbergen that have very high ratios which overlap nuclear explosions recorded at KEV. Again, there appears to be a strong site difference in $Pn/Sn$ amplitude ratios between KEV and Spitzbergen.

In Figure 36 (b), we have also plotted earthquakes near the mid-Atlantic ridge, recorded at ARCESS, as well as the Novaya nuclear explosions recorded ARCESS. All these points have been corrected for distance using the Scandinavian trends determined by Sereno (1991). These events do not discriminate, and have comparable values to the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea event. Also, it is impossible to characterize the Kara Sea event against the nearby earthquakes on the mid Atlantic ridge.

Figure 37 shows the same events plotted as a function of frequency band. The Kara Sea event is shown as the asterisks and the points are connected with a line. Figure 37 (a) only shows the Spitzbergen data, whereas in Figure 37 (b) we have included the ARCESS data. This plot also shows that the Spitzbergen measurements of $Pn/Sn$ ratio cannot be distinguished from mid-Atlantic ridge earthquakes. But, we also cannot discriminate the event from nuclear blasts at ARCESS and KEV.

We suggest that the proximity of the Spitzbergen station to the mid-Atlantic ridge causes $Sn$ waves from the ridge and from the Novaya Zemlya region to be strongly attenuated. This region is known to be more tectonically active, with likely higher mantle heat flow because of the upwelling at the mid-Atlantic ridge. Earthquakes near or on the ridge have severely attenuated $Sn$ waves, and the $Pn/Sn$ ratios of such events look like nuclear explosions. However, earthquakes recorded at the mid-Atlantic ridge should not be considered to be consistent with any earthquakes in the Novaya Zemlya region, because the latter is in a more stable platform tectonic region. Moreover, the Spitzbergen station itself should not be used for identification of events in the Novaya Zemlya region, using the $Pn/Sn$ amplitude ratio, because $Sn$ waves from both nuclear explosions and earthquakes recorded there would be highly attenuated at high frequency.
Figure 37: Plots of the log10 $Pn/Sn$ ratios for discriminants for the August 16, 1997 recorded at Spitzbergen and mid-Atlantic ridge earthquakes plotted versus frequency. The line connects the $Pn/Sn$ ratio values for the Kara Sea event recorded at KEV. (a) Spitzbergen and KEV data, (b) Spitzbergen, KEV, and ARCESS data.

The point of this analysis is to emphasize that only data which provide discriminatory information should be used in discrimination. In principle, only one well-recorded measurement of a low $Pn/Sn$ ratio would be required to identify an earthquake. Thus, KEV recorded $Pn/Sn$ ratios less than 1 at KEV at frequencies above 4 Hz, and that should be sufficient to identify the event even if this cannot be done at any other station. This is only valid if nuclear explosions never produce $Pn/Sn$ ratio less than 1 at frequencies above 4 Hz. At Novaya Zemlya, this seems to usually be the case. However, we have pointed out here and in numerous earlier studies the mine blasts can have low, earthquake-like $Pn/Sn$ amplitude ratios at high frequency which appear to be caused by ripple fire-induced cracking and/or spall in the mines. Whether or not these kinds of effects can be produced frequently in nuclear explosions requires further investigation.

Finally, we also emphasize that high values of $Pn/Sn$ ratio do not, by themselves, conclusively identify nuclear explosions because other effects, including attenuation and, in the
case of $L_g$, blockage can make earthquakes look like explosions. A convincing case must be made that no such phenomena affect the $Pn/Sn$ ratio for earthquakes which could cause false identifications of nuclear explosions.

### 3.7 Was the Kara Sea Event An Underwater Explosion?

We now consider the question of whether or not the Kara Sea event could have been an undersea detonation of a device on the sea bottom or buried beneath the sea bottom, given that the best seismic locations have placed the August 16 event in the Kara Sea in a region with about 225 m of water. If the event had been an explosion in the water or beneath the water, we would expect the signals to be much larger than a comparable explosion buried on land. However, the signals we observed for the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea event, were not unusually large.

Another way to characterize an underwater explosion is to examine spectral and cepstral features for evidence of bubble pulses and water column reverberations. For this, we draw on recent analysis of presumed underwater explosions in the southern part of Norway and Finland, discussed by Baumgardt and Der (1998).

One of the most direct ways of identifying underwater explosions is to detect bubble pulses. Baumgardt and Der (1998) looked for evidence of bubble pulses for undersea events recorded at the FINESA and NORESS. The pattern of multiple signals, produced by an underwater blast primary pulse and a series of correlated bubble pulses, are simpler than the multiple shots produced by ripple firing. The primary and first bubble pulse should act as delayed sources with each generating a full complement of regional phases, produced by mode conversion at the water/sea-bottom interface of acoustic waves in the water to seismic waves in the solid earth, and recorded seismically at regional distances.

Figure 38 (a) and (b) shows examples of spectra and cepstra for regional seismic phases from an event, recorded at FINESA and NORESS, from Baumgardt and Der (1998). The spectra in Figures 38 (a) and (b) reveal strong spectral scalloping evident in all the regional phases. To characterize this modulation, we analyzed cepstra computed using methods described by Baumgardt and Ziegler (1988). In brief, the linear trends of the spectra were removed and low-frequency blowup, due the removal of the instrument response, was smoothed. The logarithm of the instrument corrected amplitude spectrum was then Fourier transformed to produce the cepstra in Figures 38 (c) and (d).
Figure 38: (a) Spectra for an event from the North Sea region near southern Norway recorded at FINESA. (b) Spectra for the same event recorded at NORESS. (c) Cepstra computed for the event in (a). (d) Cepstra computed for the event in (b).

Time-independent spectral modulations should produce cepstral peaks that line up in frequency for all associated phases. The vertical line in Figure 38 (c) and (d) marks the cepstral peaks that have the same frequency at both the FINESA and NORESS arrays. The main cepstral peaks line up at frequencies of about 0.45 seconds, or 450 milliseconds. This cepstral peak is very strong at both arrays and indicates that the seismograms at both arrays consist of a series of pulse-echoes with time delays of 450 ms.

These plots are typical of several events, studied by Baumgardt and Der (1998), that occurred offshore but were detected by the seismic arrays NORESS and FINESA. The spectral scalloping is reminiscent of features seen on hydroacoustic recordings of explosions, which produce multiple arrivals from bubble pulses and water column reverberations. The cepstra, which are similar to autocorrelation functions, have spectral peaks which give the time delays between the primary pulse and the delayed pulse presumably produced by the bubble pulse.
time delays between the primary pulse and the delayed pulse presumably produced by the bubble pulse.

We next consider if such features appear for the spectra and cepstra of the signals from the Kara Sea event. Figure 39 shows plots of the spectra computed for all the stations. All spectra have been array averaged at the arrays and are single channel spectra for KEV. The spectra have smoothed by means of the Parzen window and the instrument responses have been removed.

Figure 39: Plots of array averaged spectra for the recordings of the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea Event at four recording stations. (a) KEV, (b) Apatity, (c) Spitzbergen, and (d) NORESS.
In a recent study of the Middle East (Baumgardt, 1996), spectral/cepstral analysis of earthquakes in the Gulf of Aqaba revealed cepstral peaks that may have resulted from underwater reverberations. Presumably, these reverberations are produced when seismic waves from the earthquake convert to acoustic waves in the ocean, reverberate in the water column, and then convert back to seismic waves. Thus, it might be possible to determine or confirm if an earthquake is underwater by looking for underwater reverberations. However, we would not expect to see modulations as strong as those produced by bubble pulses and reverberations from underwater explosions.

The cepstra for the four events are shown in Figure 40.

![CEPSTRA FIGURE](image_url)

Figure 40: Cepstra for August 16, 1997 Kara Sea Event - 225 m Water Depth => 0.325 sec. (a) KEV, (b) Apatity, (c) Spitzbergen, (d) NORESS.

We look for evidence in these cepstra of such underwater reverberations. Each cepstrum has a vertical dashed line placed at the presumed time for the two-way water reverberation for 225 m of water, about 0.325 seconds. We see no evidence of any kind of consistent...
peak at this time delay or near it for any of the cepstra that does not also appear in the spectra of the noise cepstra.

In Figure 30, we note that the paths for the four stations KEV, Apatity, Spitzbergen, and NORESS all have to cross the island. Thus, it is possible that there was not a sufficiently long coherent water column to produce observable water column reverberations. Ideally, we should analyze records due east of the location to look for such reflections. As a check for this, we also analyzed data at the station at NRI located east of the event location, as shown in Figure 30.

This path crosses straight over the eastern part of the Kara Sea. We had not originally studied this data because of its low quality and emergent signals. Figure 41 shows the incoherent beams (a) and spectra (b) for the signals recorded at NRI.

Figure 41: NRI incoherent beams (a) and Spectra (b) for propagation path east of the Kara Sea.

The spectrum in Figure 41 is somewhat intriguing in that there is some scalloping in the phases. However, the apparent scalloping is distorted, and it not clear that the scalloping is any different than the scalloping in the noise spectra. The signal levels are too weak and the bandwidth too limited to allow conclusive identification of scalloping. However, there is no evidence of the kinds of strong scalloping we have seen in underwater explosions caused by bubble pulses and reverberations.
3.8 Overall Conclusions

We conclude overall that, based on analysis of the waveform characteristics, the August 16, 1997 event was an earthquake. The fact that the event was located in the Kara Sea clearly shows the event would not have been a normal test since it occurred well away from the test site. Based on the lack of clear spectral modulations and fairly weak signals, the event does not have any of the characteristics of underwater explosions. However, we were unable to confirm the undersea location with observation of underwater reverberations.

This study has shown the kinds of problems that will be encountered in Special Event analysis under the CTBT. In regions of limited data coverage and lacking a definitive understanding of the P/S amplitude ratio discrimination, we cannot often make conclusive arguments about event identification. In the case of Novaya Zemlya, we have an extensive archive of nuclear explosions but limited earthquakes. Other regions of the world might have the reverse, a large earthquake archive but no nuclear explosions. We have argued in this section that discriminants must be transported, and that it may often be necessary to combine data recorded at different stations. The limitations of this approach were shown for the case of the Spitzbergen recordings of the August 16, 1997 Kara Sea event, where it would be impossible to discriminate earthquakes and nuclear explosions.

Finally, we conclude that discrimination of Special Events can and should be done only with stations with good discriminatory capability. We do not, for example, believe that data from NRI or Spitzbergen should be used, the former because of low signal-to-noise ratio and the latter because of poor discrimination capability caused by strong Sn attenuation. The fact that one station, KEV, observed strong earthquake-like characteristics should be sufficient to identify the event as an earthquake. This, of course, assumes all nuclear explosions will have high Pn/Sn ratios at high frequency. Whether this is true worldwide under all conditions is not yet well understood.
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